Structure and metal-dependent mechanism of peptidoglycan deacetylase, a streptococcal virulence factor
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Streptococcus pneumoniae* peptidoglycan GlcNAc deacetylase (SpPgdA) protects the Gram-positive bacterial cell wall from host lysozymes by deacetylating peptidoglycan GlcNAc residues. Deletion of the pgda gene has been shown to result in hypersensitivity to lysozyme and reduction of infectivity in a mouse model. SpPgdA is a member of the family 4 carbohydrate esterases, for which little structural information exists, and no catalytic mechanism has yet been defined. Here we describe the native crystal structure and product complexes of SpPgdA biochemical characterization and mutagenesis. The structural data show that SpPgdA is an elongated three-domain protein in the crystal. The structure, in combination with mutagenesis, shows that SpPgdA is a metalloenzyme using a His-His-Asp zinc-binding triad with a nearby aspartic acid and histidine acting as the catalytic base and acid, respectively, somewhat similar to other zinc deacetylases such as LpxC. The enzyme is able to accept GlcNAc as a substrate ($K_m = 3.8$ mM, $k_{cat} = 0.55$ s$^{-1}$), with the $N$-acetyl of the middle sugar being removed by the enzyme. The data described here show that SpPgdA and the other family 4 carbohydrate esterases are metalloenzymes and present a step toward identification of mechanism-based inhibitors for this important class of enzymes.

P. jactithi, the peptide-linked heteropolymer of GlcNAc and N-acetylglucosaminic acid, is one of the main protective barriers in the bacterial cell wall. The mammalian immune system uses a range of hydrolytic enzymes (peptidases/ glycosidases) to fragment and destroy the peptidoglycan layer, allowing activation of specific immune responses through recognition of peptidoglycan components by Toll-like receptors and nod proteins (reviewed in ref. 1). However, as a defense mechanism against the mammalian hydrolases, bacteria have developed strategies for modifying peptidoglycan so that it is no longer recognized by these enzymes (1–3). One example of this is the de-$N$-acetylation of the GlcNAc residues. Recent work has identified the protein responsible for this deacetylation step in the pathogen Streptococcus pneumoniae (4). S. pneumoniae GlcNAc peptidoglycan deacetylase (SpPgdA) was found to de-$N$-acetylate GlcNAc sugars in pneumococcal peptidoglycan, with overall deacetylation levels up to 80% (4). Furthermore, a SpPgdA strain was hypersensitive to exogenous lysozyme, resulting in complete lysis (4). Subsequently, it was shown that this also extends to a mouse model of S. pneumoniae infection where the DpgdA strain showed significantly reduced virulence (5). Thus, the SpPgdA enzyme may represent an attractive drug target, and structural and biochemical characterization is urgently required to aid exploitation as such.

SpPgdA is a member of the family 4 carbohydrate esterases (CE-4) as defined in the CAZy database (http://afmb.cnrs-mrs.fr/CAZy), which has been reviewed recently (6). NodB, the first enzyme of this family to be described in detail, deacetylates a GlcNAc residue in the synthesis of nod factors, bacterial signaling molecules that regulate the symbiotic relationship with leguminous plants (7). Subsequently, it was discovered that chinin deacetylases also contain a NodB homology domain (8) as well as other enzymes that deacetylate carbohydrate polymers, such as the xylan esterases and peptidoglycan deacetylases (6). These enzymes all share a number of sequence motifs, including several conserved aspartic acid and histidine residues. There are several reports showing that the activity of these enzymes can be increased by addition of divalent cations (6, 9); other studies, however, report full activity without metal supplementation (e.g., ref. 10). Substrate affinity and specificity have been studied in detail for the chinin deacetylases, showing that these enzymes require longer oligosaccharides for optimal activity and produce specific patterns of deacetylation (10). However, the catalytic mechanism of these enzymes is as yet unknown, and no mutagenesis studies probing the role of the conserved residues have been described.

Recently, the first structure of a CE-4 family member, the Bacillus subtilis peptidoglycan deacetylase (BsPdaA), has been reported (11). The BsPdaA enzyme deacetylates peptidoglycan N-acetyl muramic acid residues, leading to the formation of D-lactam structures (12). The BsPdaA NodB homology domain appears to adopt an ($a/b$)$_6$ fold, with a groove running over the surface of the protein harboring the majority of the conserved residues (11). Two of the conserved histidines come together in the bottom of the active site, yet soaking studies were inconclusive as to the possible role of these histidines as metal-binding residues. A complex with GlcNAc was also reported, although it was not clear whether this represented productive substrate binding (11). Thus, further structural and biochemical studies are required to define the mechanism of action of the CE-4 family.

Here, x-ray crystallography, enzymology, mutagenesis, and mass spectrometry data are used to define the structure, mechanism, and substrate binding of SpPgdA, showing that the enzyme has an unusual multidomain structure and that SpPgdA and the CE-4 family are metalloenzymes, which use acid/base catalysis, with a conserved aspartic acid and histidine.

Materials and Methods

Expression, Structure Solution, and Docking. SpPgdA was cloned and overexpressed in Escherichia coli and analyzed by x-ray crystallography and docking approaches, using standard methods. Further...
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details of these procedures are given supporting information, which is published on the PNAS web site.

**Enzymology.** Standard reactions consisted of 100 nM peptidoclycan deacetylase, 5 µM CoCl₂, 50 mM Bis-Tris (pH 7.0), and 2 mM GlcNAc₃ (Sigma) in a total volume of 50 ml, incubated for 60 min at 37°C. Fifty microliters of 0.4 M borate buffer (pH 9.0) was then added and free amines labeled with 20 µl of 2 mg/ml fluorescamine in dimethylformamide (DMF) for 10 min at room temperature. The labeling reaction was terminated by the addition of 150 µl of DMF/H₂O (1:1). Fluorescence was quantified by using an FLX 800 Microplate Fluorescence Reader (Bio-Tek, Burlington, VT), with excitation and emission wavelengths of 360 and 460 nm, respectively. The production of free amine was quantified with a glucosamine standard. The fluorescence intensity data were analyzed by using nonlinear regression analysis with GRAPHT (13), with the default equations for first-order reaction rates and Michaelis-Menten steady-state kinetics. All measurements were performed in triplicate.

**Crystallization, Phasing, and Refinement.** The sitting-drop vapor diffusion method was used to produce crystals by mixing 1 µl of protein solution with an equal volume of mother liquor [35% (vol/vol) polyethylene glycol (PEG)200/5% PEG 3000 (wt/vol)/0.1 M Mes, pH 6]. Hexagonal crystals grew within 4 days. Crystals were transferred to mother liquor containing 10 mM ZnCl₂ and were frozen in a nitrogen gas stream cooled to 100 K. A two-wavelength zinc multiwavelength anomalous dispersion experiment was carried out at beamline BM14 at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility in Grenoble, France. Data were processed with the HKL suite (14). Phasing, phase extension, and solvent flattening were performed with the SHELX suite (15), exploiting the anomalous signal of three zinc sites. The resulting 1.75-Å electron density map was partially autotraced with WARPNTACE (16), followed by re-
finement with CNS (17) and REFMAC (18), interspersed with model building with o (19) and COOT (20). Ligands were included when unambiguously defined by unbiased $|F_o| - |F_c|$, $\phi_{\text{calc}}$ maps. Ligand topologies and coordinates were generated with PRODRG (21). All figures were made with PYMOL.1

Mass Spectrometry. Five-nanomolar GlcNAc$_3$ was digested with SpPgdA for 5 h at 37°C. A 10% (500 pmol) aliquot of the reaction mixture was re-N-acetylated with 100 $\mu$L of saturated NaHCO$_3$, and three 2.5-$\mu$L aliquots of deuterated acetic anhydride (Sigma-Aldrich), incubated at 0°C for 10 min twice and finally at room temperature for >1 h. The sample was desalted, and boric acid and acetic acid were removed via passage through a prewashed column of 0.25 ml of AG50W-X12 resin (Bio-Rad) over 0.25 ml of AG3-X4 acetic acid were removed via passage through a prewashed column of 0.25 ml of AG50W-X12 resin (Bio-Rad) over 0.25 ml of AG3-X4 acetic acid were removed. Unbiased $F_o - F_c$, $\phi_{\text{calc}}$, maps are shown at 2.25 $\sigma$ (Mes in SpPGDA SO4) and 12 $\sigma$ (Zn in SpPGDA Ac/ScM). Hydrogen bonds are shown as dashed lines in black and zinc-ligand interactions, as green dashed lines.

Results

SpPgdA Has a Unique Three-Domain Structure. SpPgdA was cloned, overexpressed, and purified from E. coli, crystallized from PEG 200 solutions followed by a zinc-multilayer wavelength anomalous dispersion structure solution. The SpPgdA structure reveals three separate domains, an N-terminal domain (residues 46–160), a middle domain (residues 161–268), and the C-terminal catalytic domain (residues 269–463), which adopts a fold reminiscent of an (\(\beta/\alpha\)_8 topology (Fig. 1). The catalytic domain contains the NodB homology domain, present in all CE-4 esterases (6). Strikingly, however, structural comparison with the only currently known structure of a CE-4 family member, B. subtilis PdaA (11), shows that, although the overall fold of the catalytic core is the same (rms deviation = 2.0 Å on 193 equivalenced Ca atoms), there are significant topological differences (Fig. 1). The N/C termini are on opposite ends of the barrel; furthermore, the first strand of the barrel in PdaA (82) is in a topologically equivalent position to the last strand of the barrel in SpPgdA (87).

Whereas the PdaA structure consists only of a catalytic core, SpPgdA contains two additional domains (Fig. 1). The middle domain (orange/cyan in Fig. 1) is a small \(\alpha/\beta\) fold, with a three-stranded antiparallel \(\beta\)-sheet (\(\beta_6-8\) packed against an \(\alpha\)-helix (\(\alpha_3\)), connected to the catalytic core through a long helix (\(\alpha_4\)). This domain contains two large loops (187–210 and 224–232) for which no defined electron density was present, and the average B factor in this domain is relatively high (44 Å$^2$, compared with 26 Å$^2$ for the rest of the protein). The N-terminal section of the SpPgdA structure (residues 46–160) contains an \(\alpha/\beta\)-fold, consisting of a mixed five-stranded \(\beta\) sheet, flanked on both faces by an \(\alpha\) helix. A range of fold recognition servers (CE, DALI, DEJAVU, VAST, and STAMP) were searched with this domain, yielding no significant hits. A detailed structural analysis of this domain will be reported elsewhere.

The Active Site Shows a Conserved Zinc-Binding Triad. Analysis of the cleft running over the surface of the protein revealed the presence of a zinc ion complexed to two histidines (His-326 and His-330) and an aspartic acid (Asp-276; Fig. 2). This metal-binding triad is conserved throughout the CE-4 family (see supporting information). Interestingly, in what was presumed to be a native uncomplexed, SpPgdA structure, a well ordered acetate (7-\(\sigma\) peak in difference map, average B factor 26 Å$^2$) molecule is seen to interact with the zinc (Fig. 2). Acetate is one of the products of the deacetylation reaction and is most likely a contaminant of the PEG crystallization solutions. The acetate molecule makes several further interactions in the active site. One of the oxygens interacts with the conserved Asp-275, which is tethered by a buried and conserved Arg-364 (Fig. 2). Similarly, the same acetate oxygen interacts with the conserved His-417, which is tethered by the buried and conserved Asp-319. The other acetate oxygen accepts a hydrogen bond from the backbone nitrogen of Tyr-367. The terminal acetate methyl occupies a small hydrophobic pocket generated by the conserved Leu-415 and Trp-385. In addition to the acetate, an ordered PEG200 molecule is seen to interact with the solvent exposed conserved Trp-392. PEG200 is present as 30% of the crystallization mother liquor. Together with His-326, His-330, Asp-276, and a tightly bound water molecule the two acetate oxygens coordinate the zinc in a distorted octahedral fashion (the average ligand-Zn-ligand angle for neighboring ligands is 90 ± 14°).
By combination of the SpPgdA structure (Fig. 2) and a multiple sequence alignment of representatives of the CE-4 family (see supporting information), it becomes apparent that five distinct sequence motifs assemble the active site (marked MT1–MT5 in Fig. 2). All of these motifs lie at the C-terminal ends of the ß strands making up the (ß/ð)10 barrel. Motif 1 (TFDD) contributes the zinc-binding aspartic acid Asp-276 and the acetate-binding Asp-275. Motif 2 constitutes a zinc-binding motif, H(S/T)xxHP, where both histidines (His-326 and His-330) bind the zinc, whereas the conserved serine/threonine residue accepts a hydrogen bond from His-330, stabilizing the conformation of the loop (Fig. 2). Structure and sequence searches did not reveal other examples of this zinc-binding motif outside the CE-4 family. Motif 3 forms one of the sides of the active site groove. It contains the backbone hydrogen bond donor for one of the acetate oxygens (Tyr-367), a conserved proline (Pro-366) that wedges the two zinc-binding histidines and the buried arginine (Arg-364) which coordinates the conserved Trp-385, forms the hydrophobic pocket for the acetate methyl group, and His-417, which hydrogen bonds the acetate.

**Activity of SpPgdA Is Metal-Dependent.** Activity for CE-4 esterases has traditionally been reported by using one of three possible approaches: a substrate with radioactive acetyl groups (e.g., ref. 9), the direct spectroscopic detection of the acetate product (e.g., ref. 10), or detection of acetate by using a commercially available coupled assay involving three additional enzymatic steps. None of these is particularly suitable for rapid screening of different substrates/inhibitors/reaction conditions. We therefore developed an assay based on fluorogenic labeling with fluorescamine, which labels the free amines generated from the GlcNAc3 substrate by the enzyme reaction. This allowed miniaturization of the assay to 50 μl volumes suitable for a 96-well format (see supporting information) (Fig. 3A).

The structure of the active site suggests that SpPgdA and, by sequence conservation, other CE-4 esterases are metalloenzymes. Indeed, several reports have described an increase in activity when supplementing purified CE-4 enzymes with divalent cations, in particular Co2+ (6). The recombinant SpPgdA enzyme, exposed to buffers containing EDTA during the gel filtration step, shows barely detectable enzymatic activity (Fig. 3A), although under standard laboratory conditions, activity increases over the course of several weeks (data not shown). Supplementing the recombinant enzyme with EDTA inactivates the enzyme. Addition of 5 μM of a range of divalent cations dramatically increases the enzyme activity of the enzyme, with the largest effects for Co2+ (30-fold) and Zn2+ (5.5-fold) (Fig. 3A). With further addition of EDTA to the protein–cobalt complex, activity is abrogated. Thus, SpPgdA and, most likely, the CE-4 family as a whole are metalloenzymes. Although the highest activity is seen with cobalt, bioavailability may well limit these enzymes to be zinc-dependent.

The recombinant SpPgdA enzyme, followed by labeling of the resulting free amine with fluorescamine. (C) Steady-state kinetics by using GlcNAc3 as a substrate. Initial velocities were measured after 60 min at different substrate concentrations. (D) Positive ion electrospray tandem MS of deuterated GlcNAc by wild-type (WT) and mutant SpPgdA, followed by labeling of the resulting free amine with fluorescamine. (E) Steady-state kinetics by using GlcNAc3 as a substrate. Initial velocities were measured after 60 min at different substrate concentrations. (D) Positive ion electrospray tandem MS of deuterated GlcNAc by wild-type (WT) and mutant SpPgdA, followed by labeling of the resulting free amine with fluorescamine.
SpPgdA Deacetylates GlcNAc on the Middle Sugar. SpPgdA has been shown to deacetylate GlcNAc residues in native peptidoglycan (4). Here, GlcNAc₃ is used as a pseudosubstrate, with production of free amine fitting a first-order reaction rate (Fig. 3B, \(k = 0.0021 \pm 0.0002\) s⁻¹). Initial velocity measurements with increasing substrate concentrations fitted Michaelis–Menten kinetics, showing \(K_m\) to be 3.8 ± 0.5 mM with a \(k_{cat}\) of 0.03 s⁻¹ to 0.03 s⁻¹ (Fig. 3C). Although SpPgdA is a peptidoglycan deacetylase, these values are surprisingly similar to those reported for deacetylation of GlcNAc₃ by the CE-4 enzyme *Colletotrichum lindemuthianum* chitin deacetylase (\(K_m = 4.3\) mM, \(k_{cat} = 6\) s⁻¹) (10).

We next determined which of the three possible GlcNAc₃ N-acetyl groups is initially removed by SpPgdA. GlcNAc₃ was partially deacetylated with SpPgdA and then re-N-acetylated with deuterated acetamide, generating a 3 Da mass increase for enzymatically deacetylated GlcNAc. Analysis by electrospray mass spectra revealed an ion at \(m/z 653.4\) (supporting information) that was shown to correlate with the sodiated molecule \([\text{GlcNAcGlcNAcDGlcNAc} + \text{Na}]^+\) after collision-induced dissociation (Fig. 5D, GlcNAcD = deuterated GlcNAc). The absence of an ion at \(m/z 447\) indicates there is no loss of a 206-Da residue associated with deacetylation of a terminal GlcNAc. Furthermore, the absence of an ion at \(m/z 424\) shows there is no deacetylated GlcNAc₃ present. This, together with detailed interpretation of the other product ions (Fig. 3D), shows that the central GlcNAc residue, but not the terminal residues, had been deacetylated by the enzyme. In addition, an ion at \(m/z 656.4\) shows that a subsequent deacetylation step is possible, as confirmed by collision-induced dissociation (supporting information). Thus, when defining the deacetylated sugar as the 0 subsite [following previously proposed nomenclature (10)], the data show that GlcNAc₃ initially binds in the −1, 0, +1 subsites of the enzyme.

**Deacetylation Involves a Conserved Aspartic Acid and Histidine.** In an attempt to trap a substrate complex, the conserved Asp-275, which is seen to coordinate the acetate in the SpPgdA structure (Fig. 2), was mutated to asparagine, and the D275N mutant protein was purified. Significantly, this rather conservative substitution completely inactivates the enzyme (Fig. 3 B and C). The mutant crystallized under similar conditions as the wild type, and the structure was solved (see supporting information). A well ordered oxyanion (10 or peak in difference map, average B factor 16 Å²), presumed to be sulfate, is seen to interact with zinc and active-site residues (Asn-275, Tyr-367, and His-417) in a similar way as observed for the PgdA complex. The mutant residue, Asn-275, donates a hydrogen bond to one of the oxyanion oxygens. In a position similar to that of PEG200 in the acetate complex, an ordered Mes buffer molecule is seen to bind in the sulfate complex (Fig. 3). It is noteworthy that the exchange of acetate for sulfate, together with a movement of the metal-coordinating water, results in a decrease of the coordination number of the zinc from 6 to the preferred 4, with the three protein ligands and one sulfate oxygen producing a tetrahedral coordination sphere (average angle, 109 ± 10°).

To be able to postulate a mechanism and guide subsequent mutagenesis studies, computer docking was used to generate a putative SpPgdA complex. Current knowledge on other zinc-dependent de-N-acetylases shows that a conserved carboxylic acid residue near the zinc acts as a base to activate a water molecule, which subsequently acts as a nucleophile to attack the acetate, generating an oxyanion tetrahedral intermediate (recently reviewed in ref. 22). In docking experiments with GOLD, a rigid protein receptor was used with a GlcNAc₃ trimer carrying the proposed oxyanion intermediate on the middle sugar, producing GOLD scores in the 60–75 range. A representative complex is shown in Fig. 4A and B. The middle sugar occupies a position near the zinc (the 0 subsite), interacting directly with the metal and one of the metal ligands (Asp-276) through O3. Furthermore, the 0 subsite sugar shows extensive stacking interactions with Trp-392 (which in the crystal structures is seen to stack with PEG200/Mes, Figs. 2 and 4C). In an attempt to trap a substrate complex, the conserved Asp-275, which is seen to coordinate the acetate in the SpPgdA structure (Fig. 2), was mutated to asparagine, and the D275N mutant protein was purified. Significantly, this rather conservative substitution completely inactivates the enzyme (Fig. 3 B and C). The mutant crystallized under similar conditions as the wild type, and the structure was solved (see supporting information). A well ordered oxyanion (10 or peak in difference map, average B factor 16 Å²), presumed to be sulfate, is seen to interact with zinc and active-site residues (Asn-275, Tyr-367, and His-417) in a similar way as observed for the PgdA complex. The mutant residue, Asn-275, donates a hydrogen bond to one of the oxyanion oxygens. In a position similar to that of PEG200 in the acetate complex, an ordered Mes buffer molecule is seen to bind in the sulfate complex (Fig. 3). It is noteworthy that the exchange of acetate for sulfate, together with a movement of the metal-coordinating water, results in a decrease of the coordination number of the zinc from 6 to the preferred 4, with the three protein ligands and one sulfate oxygen producing a tetrahedral coordination sphere (average angle, 109 ± 10°).
4). The terminal sugars occupy a groove running over the face of the protein (the -1 and +1 substrates; Fig. 4B). Because the two O3 oxygens are pointing up, this binding mode would be accessible to peptidoglycan, where the -1 and +1 sugars would both be N-acetylated muramic acid, with the O3 lactoyl-peptide groups pointing out of the active site. The tetrahedral intermediate is positioned on the zinc, with the methyl group and the two oxygens occupying similar positions to the equivalent atoms in the acetate complex (maximum shift, 0.8 Å; Fig. 4). One of the two oxygens of the docked intermediate tightly interacts with Asp-275, which could represent the catalytic base. The other oxygen interacts directly with the zinc ion and the backbone nitrogen of Tyr-367; this could represent the catalytic base. The other oxygen interacts directly with the zinc ion and the backbone nitrogen of Tyr-367; this could represent the catalytic base. The other oxygen interacts directly with the zinc ion and the backbone nitrogen of Tyr-367; this could represent the catalytic base. The other oxygen interacts directly with the zinc ion and the backbone nitrogen of Tyr-367; this could represent the catalytic base.

The demonstration that SpPgDA is a metalloenzyme, similar to other zinc-dependent deacetylases, offers exciting possibilities for inhibitor design (23). Hydroxamates and sulfonamides are just some examples of classes of inhibitors of these enzymes. Significant progress has already been made in the design and structural analysis of LpxC inhibitors (e.g., ref. 26). The structural data and enzyme assay described here offer invaluable tools for the evaluation of similar inhibitors.
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**Discussion**

Enzymatic and structural data presented here show that SpPgDA is a metalloenzyme binding zinc in the crystal structure through a previously undescribed zinc-binding motif, which is conserved in all CE-4 esterases. Structural analyses and mutagenesis show that two "charge relay" pairs, a conserved aspartic acid (Asp-275, the catalytic base) tethered by a conserved arginine (Arg-364), and a conserved histidine (His-417, the catalytic acid) tethered by a conserved aspartic acid (Asp-319), perform acid/base catalysis exploiting a zinc-bound water molecule as the nucleophile. These data firmly put SpPgDA, and by similarity other CE-4 esterases, in the domain of the zinc-dependent deacetylases, whose reaction mechanisms have recently been reviewed in detail (23). The structures of several of these enzymes, such as the bacterial LpXc, involved in lipid A biosynthesis (24, 25) and Mycobacterium tuberculosis MshB, involved in mycolith biosynthesis (16), have recently been solved. Although SpPgDA does not share any sequence or structural homology with these enzymes, the reaction mechanism proposed here is similar to those proposed for these other zinc-dependent deacetylases, although details concerning the identity of the catalytic acid and oxyanion hole differ (23).

So far, only one other CE-4 structure has been reported, that of BspPdaA (11). Strikingly, the equivalent of SpPgDA Asp-276, one of the zinc-binding ligands, is an asparagine in PdaA, and the backbone around this residue adopts a dramatically different conformation, with the side chain buried in the core of the protein (Fig. 2C). BspPdaA cadmium complex has also been reported, with the Cd2+ and SpPgDA Zn2+ ions occupying equivalent positions (distance = 0.8 Å after alignment on selected active site residues). Interestingly, BspPdaA de-N-acetylases only N-acetylmuramic acid residues in peptidoglycan, generating muramic β-lactam residues (12). It is tempting to speculate that in this, perhaps unusual, member of the CE-4 family, it is the carbonyl on the O-lactoyl group of the substrate itself that interacts with the zinc. Additional experiments are required to investigate this hypothesis.

The demonstration that SpPgDA is a metalloenzyme, similar to other zinc-dependent deacetylases, offers exciting possibilities for inhibitor design (23). Hydroxamates and sulfonamides are just some examples of classes of inhibitors of these enzymes. Significant progress has already been made in the design and structural analysis of LpxC inhibitors (e.g., ref. 26). The structural data and enzyme assay described here offer invaluable tools for the evaluation of similar inhibitors.